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Introduction
East Quest expansion takes the Enchanters to the war-torn
eastern realms. Their denizens may look like they’re nice, but
they are all out of mercy when it comes to conflict. Their fighting techniques and their magic are much different from what
you already know. How will you manage as a stranger in this
strange land?

Meanwhile, the Enchanters guild expands, offering quests to
their members. Slay the dragon, reforge the ancient sword, or
just work as an enforcer to gain crystals or glory.

Box contents
271 Normal cards (63x88mm)
6 new Kingdom Decks (each with 25 cards + randomizer)
Geishas
Monks
Nagas
Ninjas
Pirates
Samurai
1 Quest Deck (58)
1 Automa Deck (12)
1 Banners and Classes (12)
Overlords Overlays (3)
1 Mythic Deck (30) (AD-DON)

12 Oversize cards (130x90mm)
6 Villages
6 Overlords

30 tokens
30 Charge Tokens (Shurikens)

Other
Paper Game Mat
14 Deck Separators
This Rulebook

Monks (Hidden Valley Temple)
Monkeys of Hidden Valley tend to take it slow.
True self-realization comes from introspection and that
takes time. So rest awhile and chill.

New Kingdoms
Enchanters: East Quest features 6 new Kingdom decks
themed around ancient Asian kingdoms. Use those the same
way you would use any other Kingdom decks. East Quest
cards tend to have more written text on the bottom part
of the cards and tend to make games more complex. Some
decks also feature a new mechanic that allows for new strategies. These mechanics are described below:

Geishas (Bonsai Court)
Bonsai Court is where diplomacy happens. Tea
ceremonies, music, negotiating… and poisoning. Sadly,
there is a lot of poisoning going around.
Geishas set gives players a unique opportunity to avoid the
negative “ Immediate effects” from taking a card. This
is essential to getting points from monsters in this set.
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Monks deck features a lot of abilities that trigger when
you rest. Furthermore, some cards will require you to
rest on the next turn, after taking it. If a player would
forget about the rule, they are dealt 10 Wounds.

Nagas (Ganeshian Market)
Ganeshian artificers value balance and
beauty over all things. Nagas also like beautiful things,
balance - not so much.
The Items and Enchantments in this deck are a great
source of Glory Points and allow for manipulation of
cards in the stacks. On the other side, they offer only
one time bonuses or require a careful balance of items
and enchantments.

Ninjas (Shadow Fox Dojo)
The philosophy of ninjas of Shadow Fox clan
is “kill fast and die young”. They are efficient with their
equipment and spells. Those have a lot of power, but a
limited number of uses.
Items and Enchantments in Ninja set have a special
currency
called “charges”. Think of it as an ammo
for your abilities. Charges are mostly gained when
picking up cards from Ninja set and can only be spent
when you possess a proper ability on a card you own.
One card (Grappling Hook) in this
. Distance is
set refers to distance
the number of cards between a card
on Journey Track and a Village Card.
Most of the time it equals the number of
crystals you need to pay for the journey.
Distance “3 or more” refers to the 4th, 5th and 6th spot
on the Journey Track (counting from the first card next
to the Village card).

Pirates (Fleet City)
The Six-Seas was never a safe place. Now that
the pirates of Jade Sea set sail, no crystals are safe.
Pirate set is all about making the crystals go around.
No special rules are required to handle that. Also
Pirates don’t like rules.

Samurai (Taigaa Castle)
A samurai spends his life mastering a weapon,
preparing for a fight that will bring him the greatest honor
or death in glory.
Samurai deck features some very powerful monsters
marked with icon
that do not move on Journey
Track. When updating the Journey Track do not move
them, leave them where they are on the Journey Track.
If necessary move other cards around them.
Only when there would be no more cards in the
Adventure Deck to fill the empty card spot these
Monsters will start their march toward the Village.
Warning! It is a very bad idea to use Event Deck
alongside Samurai Deck. Do it on your own risk and
remember we warned you.
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New optional decks
East Quest also comes with three variant decks:
Quest Deck
Mythic Deck
Automa Deck

Quest Deck
At the beginning of the game randomly draw
four Quest cards and lay them out in the common area
for all players to see.
Each Quest card has a minor action that a player
can perform on their turn. Most of them require a
condition to be met as a cost while the reward tells you
to claim the Quest Card.
Claiming means taking the Quest Card and placing
it in your play area. For most Quests, this can only
be done while the Quest Card is in the common area.
Only Quest Cards with the clause “Can be claimed
from other players” can be taken when they already
belongs to someone else. Those Quests should always
be kept fully visible. Don’t place other quests on them
once collected.
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When taking a Quest Card, the Immediate Effect
is resolved. Quests give an extra incentive to follow
a given strategy, while also giving beginning players
an objective to pursue.
If you feel that two quests are too similar in nature feel
free to replace one of them.

Mythic Deck
Mythic Deck represents the end of time that
is about to happen. When the world ends the different
universes collide and monsters from other realities
enter the Enchanters world.
Cards in Mythic deck are all Monsters with very high
stats and giving very high rewards. These monsters
often require an amount of preparation to deal with
and may change the scoring in a drastic way.
Setup: After assembling Adventure Deck randomly
draw one card per player from Mythic deck. Show them
to all the players (so that they know what is coming),
then shuffle them together and put them on the bottom
of Adventure Deck.
Some cards will make you “ignore all items” or “ignore
all enchantments” - this rule only affects printed Attack

and Defense symbols on the given cards. You may still
use abilities on the cards, even if they grant Attack and
Defense. This way you do not have to track where
a given bonus comes from.

Automa Deck
Automa mode is a game variant that adds
a virtual player to the game. It can be used to play
a challenging solo mode or used as an extra player
in a regular game.
You can play it either by using Enchanters: Companion
app or with a physical Automa deck.

Special situations
If an Automa card targets an empty space on the
Journey Track (during the final rounds), apply the rule
to the closest possible card on the Journey Track.
Remember: Market is not a part of the Journey Track,
so ignore any rules related to the Journey Track when
you take a card from the Market pile.

Additional rules in Solo version
You win, if you get at least 50

by the end of the game.

If you use an Overlord, put 2

tokens on them.

If a card orders you to steal

, take it from bank.

At the beginning of each round, which consists of 1
of each player’s turn, draw a card from the Automa
deck. Automa deck cards instruct which card from the
Journey Track has to be put in a special Market pile,
that you can place in any convenient location.

Monsters from Demons deck give you positive points
instead of negative. You can’t use Gladiators deck
with Automa.

After resolving the Automa card, refill the Journey
Track. On top of that, every player has the option to use
the ability on the top Automa card during their turn.

Discard a card: discard the top Market card.

When Automa deck runs out of cards, shuffle all
Automa cards and make a new deck.

Resolve any other actions that target another player
with the Market pile according to the rules below:

Give a card: you can either put it on the
top or bottom of the Market pile.
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Swap cards / Take a card / Bury a card: you may use
the top market card for this, but only if the type of that
card is matching with the rules.

Overlord Stories

Unbury a card: same as above but for bottom card.

Ari, The Shadow Fox

Damage inflicted to another player: put the Wounds
token next to the Market. At the end of the game they
count as positive Glory Points for you.

The Shadow Fox Clan was
commanded by the eponymous
Shadow Fox for centuries. Many
suspected that this is a title
passed on from one master to the
next, but no one, even the ninjas
themselves know how this transference would happen.
A new Shadow Fox just appears
one day, while the previous one is
never seen again. While records
are not kept, this could happen quite a few times in a century.
But Ari held his title for much longer than a regular lifespan for
his species. He survived many attempts on his life, even from
his own students. What dark power did he pledge himself to,
to achieve this power? We will probably never know.
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Wanama, the Monkey King
Before he proclaimed himself
a King, Wanama was a monk.
He would see Overlord after
Overlord come to Hidden Valley
(which to his taste was not
hidden well enough), hurt his
friends and take their crops and
valuables. Masters of the Monkey
Order would watch this idly and
when asked for a reason, they
would advise meditation.
Still red with anger, Wanama
meditated very hard. He meditated for a whole month, clenching his teeth. He meditated so hard, that something awoke
within him.
Next time an Overlord came, he rallied his brothers
and repelled invaders. Then he went to extort the crops
and valuables to pay his troops.

Riz, the Traitor Samurai
Riz was a loyal samurai to
the Taigaa Throne. Having no
family and no name, he was
raised by the old Emperor to the
rank of Shogun. When the old
Emperor died, his son took over.
The politics of the Kingdom
changed and the war with
Rodent Nations erupted.
His old friends become enemies.
Still, the concepts of loyalty,
honor, and history were sacred
to Riz. He never questioned them when committing war
atrocities, and pushing Rodent Nations of the continent. It took
him some time to understand that history was written by the
victors, and that loyalty is a one-way deal.
When a new Shogun was picked, Riz devised a coup
to overthrow the Emperor.
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Shanti, The Pirate Queen
Shanti did not pick the life of a
pirate. It chose her.
When she was still a child Rodent
Nations lost a war with Taigaa
Throne. Each rodent family had
a choice: stay farmers under the
cat’s boots, or move to the sea.
Many chose piracy and with time
build a Fleet City. But Shanti was
not satisfied with that.
She turned out to be a great
leader and her hatred of Taigaa Throne amassed an army
behind her. She became an extremist - a freedom fighter to
some, a terrorist to others. She knows she might never take
her homeland back, but she will skin all the cats mercilessly.
In more than one way.
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Mumo, the Lady of Whispers
The greatest power of the Lady of
Whispers is listening. Rarely does
she needs to speak and when she
does she sums up things with
words like “interesting”. She
calmly listens and she smiles.
That is often enough to plant
a seed of doubt. Or an idea. Or
to confirm someone’s idea. About
starting a war with a nation of
small rodents that hold the shores
of the continent. Or to overthrow
a Taigaa Throne Emperor.
Somehow it always goes according to Bonsai Court’s interests.

Akhali, the Naga Goddess-Queen
Akhali is a relic of an ancient
world. A world ruled by Naga.
In those simpler times, Nagas
were queens of all creation.
They were revered as gods. They
would own, kill and devour any
creatures.
Those times are long gone, a
thing of myth now. Most would
deny Nagas ever existed. The
few that survived hid in catacombs of Ganeshian temples
and slept for a few centuries.
They woke up in a very different world. The world in which they
need to hide and mind control their victims to fulfill their exquisite desires.
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All mention icons are licensed under
CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/)
- Modification of “Shuriken icon” from

It is not a bad world for them. But Akhali definitely would bring
the old world back.

https://game-icons.net/ made by Lorc
- Mashup of “Wrecking ball” and “Manacles” icons from
https://game-icons.net/ made by Lorc
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